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The contemporary quest for easily embeddable control systems with increasing efficiency is shedding light on
the impressive potential of machine learning approaches to design proxies for traditional, possibly modelbased, control techniques. Among them, model predictive control (MPC) has been shown to benefit the most
since surrogate MPC-based policies synthesized through machine learning paradigms typically feature almost
inexpensive online evaluation while retaining some flavour of optimality.

Nevertheless, accompanying those learning-based controllers with rigorous certificates demonstrating their
reliability in terms of stability and performance of the closed-loop system when called to replace the original
MPC law based on online optimization denotes a key challenge. Therefore, the PhD student will investigate a
combination of machine learning and control theoretical methods to approximate MPC laws outperforming
the original policy from a computational perspective, while retaining rigorously-proven stability properties.
Relevant approaches may hence look in several directions, including for instance active learning to reduce the
number of samples and the corresponding computational effort required to learn the approximate MPC law;
supervised/unsupervised learning with possible dual-mode implementation to safely merge optimal explicit
solutions and deep neural approximations; learning dynamic output-feedback MPC laws by using recurrent
neural networks. The thesis will thus focus on the theoretical soundness of the proposed approaches to
learning-based controller approximation, algorithmic aspects, and on testing the effectiveness of the
developed methods on case-studies of practical relevance spanning from automotive and aerospace
applications to industrial process and energy dispatch control.
Specific Information:
We are looking for a motivated and talented PhD student with strong mathematical background in systems
and control, numerical optimization, and machine learning. Coding skills, as well as proficiency in both spoken
and written English, are required.

*Note that IMT offers free board and lodging for Ph.D. students during the course.
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